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Mobility
Today’s Chandigarh is facing traffic problem, and is 

growing every day. 

I think following ideas may help in controlling this 
problem in sectors and on connecting road…



GPS on each vehicle above 100 CC engine…..

Why Gps on every vehicle is required? 

Active GPS on every vehicle will give exact 
route of every vehicle moving in and around 
Chandigarh roads.

Moment any vehicle will cross the committed 
limit, number will be registered along with the 
location where rider did the offence. Challan can 
be sent to vehicle creating nuisance on the 
road.

With this mapping of traffic can be done, and 
accordingly routes depending upon movement 
can be planned.

Offenders, moving without helmets and  moving 
on wrong side on the road can be tracked from 
control room it self.



Standalone solar backed Cameras on 
Crossings and in sectors

Standalone   camera  which is powered by solar 
and  live streaming through 4G GSM sim in 
each camera

These IP cameras shall be installed in each 
nook and corner to keep an eye on offenders 
and snatchers who are creating problem for 
society.

These all cameras will have unique ip address, 
which will be given to nearest control room 
which will access and keep check on 
surrounding areas.

Access of these cameras can be given to 
neighborhood if they have any control room to 
check the activity in the area and to in form if 
they see any un wanted activity.



Zone movement of Autos

Green Zones should be declared: Where no 
diesel, Petrol or CNG Auto should move, only 
battery-operated Autos should be permitted. 
Areas around PGI, Lake, University are such 
areas, which need immediate attention.

On Road Autos should move in defined pockets 
only. For example Red autos in North 
Chandigarh and Green in South 
Chandigarh.(This can be stripe or complete auto 
color), This will help in restricting movement of 
the autos in whole city.



Car Pooling in Govt . and Bank employees

Staff working in Sector 17 and 34 coming from 
same sector or adjoining sector should share 
Cars to save fuel and to reduce peak hour 
pressure on the road.

Route tagging on peak hour traffic, this is 
possible in case of govt staff and bank 
employees that route to home can be allotted for 
controlling traffic pressure on particular road.



Neighborhood
My Neighbor is my first closest support, be with 

them and take care of surroundings……..



Solar Parks

Now every park has on or two covered sitting 
spaces, these spaces can be used to produce 
solar energy, which will be used for lighting and 
music in same park in the evening. With this 
each park will be more attractive and will also be 
self-sustainable. 

Bid of parks for private sector banks and 
companies, which will be responsible for 
installation of above-mentioned material and will 
keep staff to maintain them. In lieu they will get 
dedicated spaces for promotion in the same 
park.



Play zones for 10to 25 yearage group

Now a day's kids are more into gadgets and 
parents are so over protective that they don’t 
even send kids out to the parks.

Each sector with fenced play area, where they 
have court for at least 3 to 4 games, where they 
can come and play for fitness and healthy mind.

Play areas with high fence where, they can play 
all games in defined area in each sector so that 
they should not feel that grounds are not for old 
people only…… 
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